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Abstract- Depending on the position of the nine planets, 

at the time of birth of a human being and the 

birthplace of a person, their future means, about their 

field of study, whether they live happily or not, what is 

their interested fields in their life etc., explained by 

astrologists by using Janmakundali. Try to evaluate 

this concept is correct or not is discussed here. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the olden days when a baby is born then the 

parents go to an astrologist who can tell them the 

birth time and place of a newborn baby.  Then 

astrologist draw a Janamakundali which consists of 

position of all planets in different places from which 

they have studied the life of a baby and tell the 

parents about their children's future. In history 

Varahamihirudu an astrologist said that the king`s 

son will die due to a pig.  The King ordered that no 

pig should enter into the capital.  No matter how hard 

he the King tried his son died because of a toy pig 

which was founded on his chest during his birthday. 

Is this accidentally occur or says exactly correct. 

First I think that these things are assumptions only, 

but after careful examination I assume that these 

issues are not assumptions but they are correct based 

on the following theories. 

A person`s brain has electromagnetic field explained 

by William Uttal (1), Johnjoe McFadden (2) (3) (4) 

and Susan Pocket (5). 

 

2. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO SOLAR 

SYSTEM 

 

Planets moves in elliptical orbit around sun, with sun 

is present one of its foci. In history the 

Mahabharatam Holy book explained that lifespan of 

a person is different in different planets.  In the case 

of a great warrior of Muchikunda fight from the side 

of God's against monsters. After completion of war 

he came to earth, gods calculated his life, it is small 

so that he can sleep and rest his remaining life till the 

death. The nine planets in our Solar System are 1. 

Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. 

Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto. Earth rotates 

about its own axis at an angle of 23.5 degrees.  

 

3. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO 

ASTROLOGY 

 

According to Astrology the nine planets are  

1Surya (Sun)  

2 Chandra (Moon)  

3 Angaraka (Mars)  

4 Budha (Mercury)  

5 Brihaspati (Jupiter)  

6 Shukra (Venus)  

7 Shani (Saturn)  

8 Rahu (North Node of the Moon)  

9 Ketu (South Node of the Moon) 

 

The stars called Nakshatras. There are 27 

Nakshatras, on which Moon rotates 27 days to 

complete one rotation around the Earth in which 

with one for Nakshatra approximately one day. The 

names of the Nakshatras are 1. Ashwini 2. Bharani 

3. Krittika 4. Rohini 5. Mrigashirsha 6. Arudra 7. 

Punarvasu 8. Pushya 9. Ashlesha 10. Magha 11. 

Purvaphalguni 12. Uttaraphalguni 13. Hasta 14. 

Chitra 15. Swati 16. Visakha 17. Anuradha 18. 

Jyeshtha 19. Mula 20. Purvashadha 21. 

Uttarashadha 22. Shravana 23.  Dhanishtha 24. 

Shatabhisha 25. Purvabhadrapada 26. 

Uttarabhadrapada 27. Revati.  The angle made by 

each Nakshatra is 13 degrees 20 minutes (13 degrees 

20 minutes multiplied by 27 = 360 degrees) in one 

complete rotation of moon around the earth. Each 

Nakshatra is divided into four parts known as four 

Padas. There are 12 zodiac signs, which are irregular 

in size and shape but each makes an angle 30° in the 

circle. List of 12 zodiac signs or Rasi's are given in 

Table 1. 

Table-1 
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5. WHY SUN AND MOON ARE ADDED IN 

ASTROLOGICAL PLANET SYSTEM 

 

Sun is the nearer star to the Earth. In solar system 

sun gives energy to the planets, then only existence 

of life is possible in planets.  We know that Earth is 

one of the planets revolves around the Sun. Life 

present on the Earth due to solar radiation. The sun 

gives electromagnetic waves, those waves are 

incident on all living things on the Earth, so 

electromagnetic waves interfere compulsory with 

human beings Electromagnetic field. The Sun 

electromagnetic field must affect the life of a person 

on the Earth. So, Sun is taken as one of the 

Astrological planets in Hindu Astrology. 

The nearest object to the Earth's surface is Moon. 

Moon revolves around Earth in closet approach than 

any other planet/star/galaxy. The effect of Moon on 

Earth is amplified, causes huge tides on full moon 

day and no moon day.  So, Moon is taken as one of 

the nine planets in Astrology. From the above 

reasons Sun and Moon are considered as astrological 

planets in Hindu Religion. 

 

6. MY EXPECTATIONS ABOUT RAHU AND 

KETU IN ASTROLOGICAL SCIENCE 

 

The line of intersection of the Earth’s North Pole and 

Sun's North Pole at Moon's North Pole is known as 

the Chaya (Shadow) Graha Rahu. At the place of 

Rahu total or combined North Pole effect of Earth, 

Sun and Moon is concentrated, means amplified the 

effect. This total effect of magnetic field of Rahu is 

observed on human beings. This North Pole effect is 

considered as one of the nine planets in Hindu 

Astrology. This planet is taken as Chaya Graha, 

which cannot see with our eyes, but their effect falls 

on the life of human beings. Moon is very near to the 

earth. So, our body magnetic field much more 

effected by the assuming Chaya Graha Rahu. The 

total time of nine planets in human beings lifetime is 

taken as 120 years. In which Rahu period is 

considered as approximately 18 years. 

The line of intersection of Earth South Pole, Sun 

South Pole are present at Moons South Pole is 

considered as Ketu Graha.  At this place all three 

planets (Earth+Sun+Moon) South Pole effect is 

combined and plays a vital role on human beings. In 

Hindu Astrology this total effect is named as Ketu 

Graha and given place in nine planets. 

 

7. WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF NINE 

ASTROLOGICAL PLANETS ON HUMAN 

BEINGS 

 

The space around a magnet at which their influence 

is felt is known as magnetic field. The nine planets 

in Astrological Science are  

1 Sun: nearer star to the Earth producing strong 

electromagnetic field which effected a person brain 

more strongly.  

2 Moon: a natural satellite to the Earth, nearer object 

in which their effect on persons brain is enormously 

high.  

S.No Names of Rasi Sanskrit Name Pada’s Month 

1 Aries Maeshum Aswani,Bharani,Krittika ! st Pada March21_April 19 

2 Tarus Vrushbham Kritika 2,3,4, Pada, Rohini, Mrigasira 1,2 Pada  April 20  May 20 

3 Gemini  Mithunam Mrigasira 3,4 Pada,Ardra,Punarvasu 1,2,3 Pada May 21_ june 21 

4 Cancer Karkatakam Punarvasu 4 Pada, Pushya, Asklesha, June 22  July 22 

5 Leo Simham Makha, Purvaphalugni, Uttaraphalguni 1 st Pada July 23_august 22 

6 Virgo Kanya Uttaraphalguni 2,3,4 Pada, Hasta, Chitra 1,2, 

Pada 

August 23 _ September 22 

7 Libra Thula Chitra 3,4, Pada, Swati,Visakha 1,2,3,Pada September 23 _ October 

23 

8 Scorpius Vruschikam Visakha 4 Pada, Anuradha, Jyeshtha October 24 _ November 

21 

9 Sagittarius Dhasnussu Mula, Purvashadha, Uttarashada ! st Pada November 22 _ December 

21  

10 Capricornus Makaram Uttarashada 2,3,4 Pada, Shravana, Dhanishtha 

1,2Pada  

December 22 _ January 

19 

11 Aquarius Kumbham Dhanishtha 3,4 Pada, Shatabhisha, 

Poorvabhadrapada 1,2,3 Pada 

January 20 _ February 18 

12 Pisces Meenam Poorvabhadrapada 4 Pada, 

Uttarabhadrapada,Revati 

February 19 _ March 20 
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3 Mercury: This planet lies between Sun and Earth, 

the first planet from sun their effect on a person on 

earth is more.  

4 Mars: It is a brother planet to the Earth; it appears 

as red because soil on mars seems to be rusty iron 

color. Their patches of magnetic field effect a 

person's electromagnetic field who is on Earth. 

5. Venus: It is the sister planet to the earth because 

its surface consists of metals and silicate materials. 

Their very low magnetic field also effect a person's 

electromagnetic field.  

6. Jupiter: Jupiter's magnetic field is 20000 times 

greater than magnetic field of the Earth. This strong 

magnetic field effect the magnetic field of a person 

on Earth.  

7. Saturn: Saturn is a gas giant planet having strong 

magnetic, which effects a person's electromagnetic 

field 

8. Rahu: The combined magnetic field of Sun and 

Earth is concentrated on Moon's South Pole is called 

Rahu. Actually, this a shadow planet but we cannot 

see it with our eyes, but they effect the persons 

electromagnetic field.  

9. Ketu: The combined magnetic effect of Sun and 

Earth South Pole is concentrated at Moon's South 

pole is known as Ketu.  Ketu's magnetic field also 

effects a person's electromagnetic field. 

According to Astrology these are the nine planet's 

effect a person's life. If we know place of birth, time 

of birth, date then we can draw Janmakundali, 

consists of 12 houses and 360 degrees of complete 

life of a born baby according to the position of nine 

planets.  From this diagram a person's wealth, 

education, marriage, career, favourable time in their 

life and business etc.  can be estimated/calculated. If 

doshas (negative effects of a planet which affect any 

relative like father, mother, uncle etc) are present at 

the time of birth, their remedies of all these doshas 

are taken according to Vedic Astrology. 

 

8. IS SCIENCE SUPPORTS ASTROLOGY 

 

According to science Sun is one of its foci all planets 

rotate around the Sun in fixed orbits. This can be 

seen with telescope, artificial satellite, orbiter 

instruments etc. The effect of any field is limited to 

certain boundaries. Human beings brain has 

electromagnetism producing electromagnetic waves 

in all directions. They receive waves from different 

Astrological planets. Sun producing enormous 

electromagnetic field, Moon is very near to earth 

than any other planet and his effect is also more, 

Chaya Graha Rahu and Ketu (Moon's northern 

nodes and Moon's southern nodes respectively) are 

also nearer to the Earth and their effect on a person 

on the Earth is also considerable, the 

electromagnetic field of Jupiter and Saturn are more 

effective.  Mercury magnetic field is considered 

approximately zero, is known as Napunsaka Graha 

(transgender), means there is no (nearly zero) 

magnetic field. Our Milky Way has also ordered 

huge scale magnetic effect. This magnetic field does 

not considerably affect a person. So the given nine 

planets are only used in Astrology to effect a 

person’s brain electromagnetic field strongly.  

 

9.CONCLUSION 

 

Science supports the effect of magnetic field of all 

Astrological planets on humans.  The formation of 

brain for all human beings is same. But some 

persons are intelligent in medicine, some persons are 

in technology, and some are in business, no two 

person's thinking is not same for doing the same 

work, their married life is not same, this can be 

explained by Astrologist by drawing Janmakundali.  

In this universe nothing is stationary. All the objects 

like planets, stars, galaxies move recedes with high 

velocities. So, we consider Astrological distances 

from Earth only. Because we cannot define the 

position of an object, but we consider only the 

distance from the Earth. So, in Astrology we can 

estimate a person's life with the help of 

Janmakundali. Finally, I conclude that 

ASTROLOGY is a branch of science which deals 

interaction of electromagnetic radiation of a human 

being with nine Astrological planets. ASTROLOGY 

of human being depends on 1. Place of birth 2. Time 

of birth etc parameters.  Velocity of light is greater 

than velocity of sound, light travels through vaccum, 

but sound cannot travel through vaccum. The planets 

have certain sounds. For example, Sun produces the 

sound OM. Let a person recites the sound OM, then 

the person frequency is matches Sun's frequency. 

Means some energy transferred from Sun to a 

person. Like this each and every Astrological nine 

planets have its own mantras (Sanskrit words), to 

fulfil their life without doshas in the life of a human 

being. 
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